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SAP® Ariba® Cloud Integration
Gateway for Buyers
Benefits
•• Alignment with the SAP integration
strategy through enablement on SAP
Cloud Platform Integration
•• Ability to manage integration on your
own quickly and easily with the intuitive
self-service wizard
•• Touchless transacting with suppliers
through flexible functionality that lets
them connect once to collaborate with
any customer
•• Faster deployment times and lower
costs using a simple, three-step
integration process
•• Greater efficiency through automated
self-testing that eliminates the need to
schedule integration tests with partners
•• Simplified IT management from a
single solution that works with SAP ERP,
SAP S/4HANA, and all Ariba Network
and SAP Ariba applications
•• Flexibility to extend your prebuilt
integrations using standard SAP
software capabilities

YOUR FAST TRACK TO SIMPLE, SELF-SERVICE INTEGRATION
To unlock the full value of your SAP® Ariba® solutions, you need a quick, easy way
to integrate them to your existing infrastructure – so you gain the efficiency and
agility of machine-to-machine communication across your entire business. That’s
what SAP Ariba Cloud Integration Gateway* delivers.
SAP Ariba Cloud Integration Gateway, enabled by the SAP Cloud Platform Integration service, transforms the integration process by making it simple to connect
your trading partners, SAP Ariba applications, and backend systems such as SAP
ERP and SAP S/4HANA® for touchless, end-to-end transacting. You benefit from:
•• Simplicity: A single gateway with prepackaged mapping content provides everything you need to make integrations fast and painless, eradicating the effort and
expense of one-off adapter-based integrations.
•• Self-service: Intuitive wizard-based setup and a user-friendly self-testing
framework guide you through a streamlined three-step process that lets you
configure, extend, and test transactions on your own.
•• Speed: Automated processes eliminate lengthy deployments and manual testing, enabling you to complete integration in a fraction of the time formerly
required – and make stakeholders happy with go-lives that happen in weeks,
not months.
The result? Integration becomes a competitive advantage instead of an IT impediment, allowing you to quickly and continually access the technology, tools, and
information your business needs to thrive in today’s digital marketplace.

SAP Ariba Cloud Integration Gateway connects the people, processes, and systems
essential to your business success.

*SAP Ariba Cloud Integration Gateway is generally available.

About SAP® Ariba®
Solutions
SAP® Ariba® solutions support the
marketplace for modern business, creating
frictionless exchanges between millions of
buyers and suppliers across the entire
source-to-pay process. Our solutions
enable companies to simplify
collaboration with their trading partners,
make smarter business decisions, and
extend their collaborative business
processes with an open technology
platform. More than 3.4 million companies
use SAP Ariba solutions to connect and
collaborate around nearly US$2.1 trillion in
commerce on an annual basis. To learn
more about SAP Ariba solutions and the
transformation they are driving, visit
www.ariba.com.

OPENING THE DOOR TO CONNECTIVITY
With end-to-end hosting and support by SAP Ariba, SAP Ariba Cloud Integration
Gateway forms the core of a major platform upgrade that completely redefines
the integration process into three easy steps:
•• Step 1: Configure. The account setup wizard helps you to quickly identify,
download, and install the SAP Ariba Cloud Integration Gateway add-on for
SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA, then automatically pushes it to SAP Ariba Cloud
Integration Gateway.
•• Step 2: Extend. You can customize SAP solutions to meet industry, location,
and business needs, and SAP Ariba Cloud Integration Gateway lets you centrally
manage these customizations in a simplified way. SAP provides standardized
add-on interface content for SAP Ariba Cloud Integration Gateway, which you
can extend as needed using custom XSLTs for additional data mapping.
•• Step 3: Test. You can easily run automated tests using predefined scripts available through the Test Central feature, or add your own test cases (including
those needed to test customizations) to verify that integrations work perfectly.

INNOVATIVE FEATURES
• Prebuilt integration content for SAP ERP and SAP S/4HANA supports SAP
industry solutions (SAP for Retail) and 100+ business scenarios.
• An automated self-testing framework dramatically lowers your overall testing
and setup time.
• Enterprise-grade security helps with data protection, enabling you to connect
the cloud to your enterprise.
• Real-time monitoring and alerts provide visibility and control to help you proactively manage your integrations and identify problems early.
• Mediated connectivity support helps you leverage existing middleware like
SAP Process Integration, SAP Process Orchestration, and SAP Cloud Platform
Integration.
• Centralized upgrades keep you current on the latest enhancements, so you no
longer have to worry about managing the process yourself.
• A comprehensive transformation engine automatically handles data
conversions and validations, reducing the need for costly assistance from thirdparty providers.

SAP + SAP ARIBA: THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
SAP Ariba Cloud Integration Gateway leverages a unified approach that lets you
capitalize on the combined resources of SAP and SAP Ariba.
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• SAP Cloud Platform Integration supports alignment with the SAP integration
strategy.
• SAP ONE Support Launchpad provides centralized delivery of SAP Ariba Cloud
Integration Gateway add-on software.
• SAP Notes delivers standard documentation and bug fixes.
• Shared SAP system landscapes, production services, testing, quality assurance, and knowledge management make it easy to access services.
• Software Update Manager supports smooth upgrades and updates.
• SAP Solution Manager provides monitoring to give you end-to-end visibility.
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For more details about SAP Ariba Cloud Integration Gateway, visit our Web page at
https://www.ariba.com/solutions/solutions-overview/integration-solutions/
cloud-integration-gateway or contact your customer engagement executive.

